Workshop **EU-FER lab experiments**
Altana Conference hall
Education and Psychology Department, 3rd floor
via Laura 48, Florence

**Thursday, October 4th 2018**

13.30: Welcome of participants

14.00: Presentation of the research

14.30: Experimental design & pilot

15.00: Discussion

16.00: Socio-psychological research questions

16.30: Discussion

17.00: Coffee break

17.30: Risk and uncertainty measures

18.00 Discussion

19.00: End of the day

19.45 Pick-up meeting, Hotel Centrale, via dei Conti 3

20.15: Dinner: Trattoria “I Fratellini”, Via Ghibellina, 27/rosso, 50122 Firenze FI

**Friday, October 5th 2018**

9.00: The questionnaire

9.30: Discussion

10.30: Coffee break

11.00: Qualitative analysis of results

11.30: Discussion

12.00: Final discussion (Statistical analysis & open issues)

13.00: End of the workshop
HOW TO GET THE WORKSHOP AND SOCIAL DINNER LOCATIONS

The main venue of the Workshop will be located in the Altana Conference hall of the Education and Psychology Department (3rd floor), via Laura 48, one of the locations of the University of Florence in the city center.

From the Florence Train Central Station (Santa Maria Novella) you can walk to via Laura 48 or take a bus or a taxi.

From Santa Maria Novella railway station, it takes approximately 20 minutes to walk to the venue (about 1.5 Km). From Piazza della Stazione take Largo Alinari (80 m), continue straight on Via Nazionale (300 m). Then turn left on Via Guelfa (360m) and continue straight on Via degli Alfani, and after about 200 m turn left on Via dei Servi. Cross Piazza SS. Annunziata and go straight to Via Gino Capponi. After a few meters turn right on Via Laura, then continue straight for 100 m (check the path on the google map here).

The bus lines from the Central Station that get you close to the workshop site are n. 6A, 6B, 14, 14A, 23A, 23B, and the closest bus stop is Santissima Annunziata (after Piazza San Marco). You can check here the transportation company web page for directions and timetables. From the bus stop, you need to walk for less than 5 minutes: continue on Via Cesare Battisti for 50 m., then turn left on Via Gino Capponi. After a few meters turn right on Via Laura, then continue straight for 100 m.

Taxis are stationed near the train terminal or the airport, or can be called by Radiotaxi (phone): (+39) 0554242, (+39) 0554390, (+39) 0554798.

The restaurant is “I Fratellini”, Via Ghibellina, 27/rosso, 50122 Firenze FI. The pick-up meeting is in the hall of Hotel Centrale at 19:45.

We confirm that your room is booked at the Hotel Centrale, via dei Conti 3.

The list of confirmed participants is:

**Bruno Arpino**, Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Spain

**Paolo Barbieri**, University of Trento, Italy

**Daniela Bellani**, Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Spain

**Rupert Brown**, University of Sussex, UK

**Klarita Gërshhani**, European University Institute, Italy

**Anna Matysiak**, VID/ÖAW - Wittgenstein Centre, Poland

**Monika Mynarska**, Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski University in Warsaw, Poland

**Aldo Rustichini**, University of Minnesota, USA

**Stefani Scherer**, University of Trento, Italy